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 In the ranking for identifying the best laboratory of integration in Europe, Mechelen 
has all the right cards for aspiring to first place. 
Unlike other Belgian cities with an outbreak of almost 500 foreign fighters and the 
scenes of multiple terrorist attacks, the heart of Flanders governed by Mayor Bart Somers 
is much more than a postcard destination: under its Gothic belfries, among perfectly 
aligned houses and beyond the artistic installations of its parks, a lively network of 
aggregation and dialogue centres is rewriting the history of the Old Continent. 

At the Rojm centre, youth of foreign origin invent the future through cooking classes, 
professional start-ups and in recording studios, finding stimuli and resources in a 
spirit of mutual collaboration. 
Migrants and locals discover unexplored paths by participating in conversation class 
programs at De Rooster or the Social House of Lange Schipstraat; in the Arsenaal Theatre, 
under the guidance of Tom Kestens, Belgian and Moroccan girls have embarked on a path to 
stage a show about being a woman today.
At the Royal Gym sports centre there is always a Thai or kick boxing course for challenging 
oneself and unloading some stress while respecting rules, and the neighbourly spirit is 
strengthened every day with original neighbourhood parties held with funds provided by 
the Municipality. 

The inhabitants respond to camera policies and the Gendarmerie on the street with 
innovative inclusion initiatives: street art, shows and every form of personal skill 
enhancement make Mechelen a city that no one ever wants to leave.
An authentic city of peace, where Europe has not yet forgotten what the pillars of its 
culture are.  



Mechelen police force. The local Belgian police offers seven basic functions to guarantee its service to the population: community 
police, action and emergency response teams, support for victims, local criminal investigations, the maintenance of public order 
and traffic police.



View of Mechelen from the highest point of the San Rombaldo belfry, a symbol of Mechelen and a UNESCO World Heritage Site.



Arwen during training at the Royal Gym, a social gym where youth from all over the world train. One of Mayor Somers’s major investments 
to prevent radicalisation is precisely sport. Boys and girls of all ages and races train together in the gym to counter anger and 
nurture hope. Their day follows a simple, but safe, routine: school, snack, homework, gym and in bed at nine. “They shouldn’t have 
time to wander the streets”, says Mayor Somers.



BS Lyceum. There is an organisation within the Municipality that works with parents to create schools with students of more and more mixed social and ethnic 
origins. “I really like Mechelen” - says Rafig, 15, who fled to Belgium from Afghanistan 18 months ago. “The only thing that bothers me is that I still 
can’t go to normal lessons”. In the past, Rafig would probably have been sent to one of Mechelen’s “ghetto schools” as soon as his Flemish had improved. 
These days there are no more “ghetto schools” because Mayor Somers has fought to ensure a better distribution of students. “At first parents were worried 
because often the children of these schools did not speak Flemish very well and, consequently, the quality of lessons was not very high”, he says. “We 
have convinced a few hundred middle-class families to send their children to one of these schools and in return we, the Municipality, have guaranteed that 
instruction at the schools would be improved, also for the children, obviously, because they are already living the reality of tomorrow: diversity”.. 



H30, cultural centre where free activities are offered for youth (art, painting, sewing, dancing).



The Dyle River crosses the city centre. Mayor Somers joined the WIHCC initiative (Water in the historical centres 
of cities), which provides for the revitalisation of waterways in historic centres, reconsidering their role in the socio-
economic and spatial intensification of urban sites.  Thanks to the benefits of water courses in urban environments 
(economic, social, cultural),Mechelen’s project’s partners often use water for the redevelopment of their cities of origin.



Students during the Flemish lesson at the CBE Open School, a language learning centre. 
The CBE has a wide range of free courses at multiple levels and with specific content.



Camera for monitoring activities in the city centre.  Mechelen has used an ANPR system since September 2011 to control all the cars that 
cross the city boundaries (incoming and outgoing). Cars listed on “black lists” (no insurance, stolen, etc.) generate an alarm in the 
dispatch room so they can be intercepted by a patrol unit.  Mechelen police officers can monitor the city and its shopping streets from 
their desktops using Camera Control Center. To complete the existing CCTV system, the Mechelen Police Department installed HD cameras to 
monitor outdoor shopping areas within the city centre, as well as the exterior and car park area of the Jewish Museum of Deportation and 
Resistance. The camera system has been instrumental in accurately assessing various situations and effectively resolving police investigations.



Spectators at the stadium during the KV Mechelen - Royal Excel Mouscron match. Thanks to the integration policy adopted by Mayor 
Somers, the Mechelen residents of foreign origin feel like they are an actual part of the community and are totally integrated into 
its activities.



Italian-Thai couple living in one of the houses in the Kreitenborgstraat district in north Mechelen: the multicultural district.



Typical new year’s festival of a Mechelen neighbourhood. The city is inhabited by people of different social and cultural 
backgrounds. Socio-cultural initiatives are organised in every neighbourhood year-round for passing time together and getting 
to know each other (many of these thanks to Municipality funds). “The municipal administration helps middle class families. For 
example, we offer 250 euros to anyone who wants to organise a barbecue on their own street; 130 have already taken advantage 
of the offer. Or with signatures from 50 percent of the families on a street, we allow them to close it off to traffic for 
a few hours to allow all the children to go down to the street to get to know each other and play”, says Mayor Somers.



Rehearsals for the multicultural theatre show curated by Tom Kestens. The participating girls are from Belgium and Morocco. The 
book “Het verboden dakterras” inspired the entire comedy, and is about friendship, fantasies and secret meetings of a small group 
of friends in Mechelen: Imane, Safia, Dina, Anna and Maha. Its themes focus on being young and women in a complex society, but also 
the pursuit of their identity and freedom.



Campus Stassart youth relax on an installation in the gardens of the Cathedral of San Rombaldo. The campus is open to citizens 
from all over the world and provides youth with practical skills training that is useful for entering the labour market.



Pastor and choristers of the Congolese Mass, in the courtyard of the Wijkhuis Arsenaal, 
a meeting place where the ceremony takes place every Sunday.



Cultural and artistic centre H30, where girls and boys of different backgrounds and origins can participate 
in activities such as dance, painting, sewing and rap classes for free. 



Mechelen police officers can monitor the city from their desktops using Camera Control Center. To complete the existing CCTV system, 
the Mechelen Police Department installed HD cameras to monitor shopping areas within the city centre, as well as the exterior and 
car park area of the Jewish Museum of Deportation and Resistance. The camera system has been instrumental in accurately assessing 
various situations and resolving investigations.



Ragazzo di origini africane durante un allenamento presso il centro Rojm, spazio con funzioni pedagogiche per giovani 
socialmente vulnerabili. E’ stato inaugurato nel 1978, quando alcuni cittadini di diversa nazionalità si unirono a Me chelen e 
costituirono un’associazione per giovani.



Bambine di origine siriana giocano durante l’incontro del cardinale Josef De Kesel con nuovi arrivati, rifugiati e volontari, nell’ambito 
della “Giornata internazionale dei migranti e dei rifugiati nella Chiesa cattolica”. Welcome in Mechelen è un’organizzazione no-
profit costituita nel 2016. Oggi è una rete di cittadini impegnati nella realizzazione di attività di accoglienza per richiedenti 
asilo e rifugiati.



Muhammad Jarkas, 32, was one of the best referees in his city, Aleppo. “Despite the war, the football league continued in Syria. However, the 
most well-known players left the country and some stadiums have been destroyed.  In the end, games were only played in the capital Damascus 
and on the coast, but driving there was very dangerous”. With the escalation of the conflict, Muhammad received a letter to enlist in the 
fighting. “I did not want war, but there were only two options: either fight, or leave the country. I chose the latter”. In Belgium, Muhammad met 
Bavo Verstraeten, president of the Mechelen Referees Association. “I’ve always been a referee and I especially wanted to be one in Belgium. I 
was given permission to begin training and it went so well that for my first official game, I was assigned the role of assistant referee”. 



The Grote Markt, the main square of the old town dominated by the San Rombaldo belfry. The houses surrounding it date back to 
different styles and periods, including the 16th-century Renaissance and 18th-century Rococo. A car park was built below the square 
in 2004 to make the area entirely pedestrian and accessible to tourists. Every weekend there is a very lively market here with people 
of different nationalities.



The Mechelen skate park built in 2008 by Bruno van Wilderode and Serge Gooskens to allow youth to practice.



Rehearsals for the multicultural theatre show curated by Tom Kestens. The participating girls are from Belgium and Morocco. The book “Het 
verboden dakterras” inspired the entire comedy, and is about friendship, fantasies and secret meetings of a small group of friends in 
Mechelen: Imane, Safia, Dina, Anna and Maha. Its themes focus on being young and women in a complex society, but also the pursuit of their 
identity and freedom.



The mayor of Mechelen, Bart Somers, is head of the parliamentary party of Flemish liberals, as well as the former premier of the 
Flanders region. He defines his policy as “two-legged”: the right represents security, the left integration. “We have heavily 
invested in the police”, he says. “There is no other city in Belgium with as much CCTV surveillance. We cannot allow a social group 
to isolate itself: all those who live here are inhabitants of Mechelen, regardless of whether they were born in Belgium or Morocco”.



Fatiha Lamara, collaboratrice per le attività femminili presso il centro Rojm. Le attività delle Rojm Ladies sono molto vaste. Ad 
esempio, si occupano della supervisione dei compiti a casa, ma anche di attività culinarie e sportive (hanno fondato la loro squadra 
di calcio al femminile).



Youth of varying nationalities in the courtyard of the Rojm centre, a pedagogical space for socially vulnerable youth.



Police station. An officer is present 24 hours a day.
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